Modernize your
Active Directory
Helping you keep legacy Active Directory from standing in the way
of innovation.

Your Active Directory (AD) is the
backbone of your IT infrastructure. With
so many companies facing mergers
and acquisitions, advances in new
technological demands like the cloud
or Windows Server 2016, and increased
compliance needs and security breaches,
chances are your AD is no longer
structured to meet your organization’s
changing needs.
What happens when legacy AD design
or management stands in the way of
innovation? Before rushing to implement
new technology, it’s time to evaluate
the health and readiness of your AD
environments. You need to optimize your
AD to be ready to respond to business
demands and emerging technology. It’s
time to make your infrastructure more
efficient, more secure and easier to
manage. It’s time to modernize your AD.

HOW TO MODERNIZE YOUR
ACTIVE DIRECTORY
Quest Services is here to help you move
beyond your organization’s operational
constraints and accelerate modernization.
We bring you peace of mind by combining
the strengths of our proprietary AD
software, tools and domain expertise
for an end-to-end solution to modernize
your Active Directory. Our approach is
simple: We listen to you, we learn from
you, we collaborate with you to focus on
discovering the unique challenges that
impact your business, and we provide
an actionable plan to establish a healthy
and up-to-date AD that grows with
your company.

Quest has been a leader
in Active Directory since
the beginning. We've
managed 150 million AD
users, audited 101 million
AD users, and migrated
72 million accounts to AD.

BENEFITS:
• Increase IT efficiency and shift
resources to innovation
• Lower costs, reduce effort and
eliminate risk
• Automate error-prone
administrative tasks
• Reduce security risks
• Relieve the IT burden of achieving
compliance goals
• Mitigate downtime and speed time
to recovery
• Ensure continued support to meet
evolving technology

ACTIVE DIRECTORY
INFRASTRUCTURE ASSESSMENT
It’s likely your AD was deployed
many years ago, but your business
has changed. Our Active Directory
Infrastructure Assessment will review
the logical and physical design of your
environment to identify operational or
management deficiencies.
Whether it’s due to mergers, acquisitions,
divestitures, regulations, adding new
applications or general growth, if you
haven’t modified the structure of your
AD as your business has evolved, you’re
likely using a directory that doesn’t
support your business the way it should.
This increases risk where risk was
supposed to be reduced.
The Active Directory Infrastructure
Assessment service means we outline
everything that needs to be moved, what
conflicts need to be resolved and, most
importantly, identify gaps between your
current state and to where you want to
be, whether it’s preparing for the cloud or
tackling merger or acquisition integration.
We understand that success comes from
proper planning, a proven process and
enabling your team to get the job done.
ACTIVE DIRECTORY MANAGEMENT
ASSESSMENT
Maintaining AD can be challenging.
With the Active Directory Management
Assessment, we take the time to do a full
AD assessment, focusing on how your
AD can be managed and administered
more effectively — from tools, processes
and people. And we look at areas that
can improve administrator productivity
and service levels by automating
repetitive and remedial tasks, ultimately
lowering costs.
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Whether it’s a lack of time and resources
or trouble understanding what changes
have been made, it’s clear that
organizations need a more streamlined
AD environment. More importantly,
when organizations are considering
restructuring AD, they often fail to
recognize the importance of building in
governance to ensure their investment
yields a return.
ACTIVE DIRECTORY COMPLIANCE
ASSESSMENT
With the Active Directory Compliance
Assessment, we review your current
auditing and reporting practices, and
identify gaps or opportunities to be
more efficient in meeting compliance
requirements. We help you develop a
roadmap to adhere to regulations and
minimize exposure to security breaches.
Most organizations say that security
compliance and auditing are their top
AD concerns, but they often don’t know
where to start. Preventing security
breaches, preparing for audits and
implementing compliance requirements
are labor intensive, burdensome
and costly. And not having a clear
understanding of how to address these
problems can quickly lead to regulatory
fines or a security breach. That’s why
modernizing your AD is critical.
ACTIVE DIRECTORY RECOVERY
ASSESSMENT
Can your organization recover from
unintended changes or unplanned
outages of AD? With the Active Directory
Recovery Assessment, we will review
your process for backing up and
recovering your AD and identify areas
for improvement to minimize downtime,
as a component of your overall business
continuity plans.

Because AD is the hub of your IT
operations, downtime is not an option.
With all the changes in technology, it’s
understandable that many customers
are concerned that their AD disaster
recovery plan isn’t going to be effective
if a disaster should strike. In reality, it’s
not a matter of if you have an issue with
AD, it’s a matter of how severe the impact
will be. Leverage our Active Directory
Recovery Assessment service to give
you operational peace of mind.
Let Quest Services create an actionable
plan to modernize your AD and provide a
long-term strategy to keep your AD clean,
efficient, compliant and readily available.
Contact your sales representative or visit
the Quest Services page to view our full
line of services.
ABOUT QUEST
Quest helps our customers reduce
tedious administration tasks so they
can focus on the innovation necessary
for their businesses to grow. Quest®
solutions are scalable, affordable
and simple-to-use, and they deliver
unmatched efficiency and productivity.
Combined with Quest’s invitation to
the global community to be a part
of its innovation, as well as our firm
commitment to ensuring customer
satisfaction, Quest will continue to
accelerate the delivery of the most
comprehensive solutions for Azure cloud
management, SaaS, security, workforce
mobility and data-driven insight.
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